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The joint Pratt & WhitneyAircraft/BoeingCommercialAirplaneCompanyFlight
Loads Test was the final phase of the NASA sponsoredJTgD Jet Engine DiagnosticsProgram. Prior t st and an lysisefforthad identifieda short-termengi e
performancedeteriorationmode wl_ichappearedto occur during predeliveryproductionairplaneacceptancetestingand in init.ialrevenueserviceflights.
This test programduplicatedthe airplaneacceptancetestingand representative
flight loadswhich might be incurredin revenueservice. Boeingconductedthe _I
_i test in a 747 airplanewhich was instrumentedto measure flight condition.s, ii
flight loadson the airplaneand test engines,and engine performance. Pratt & 1
_l WhitneyAircraftprovidedthe instrumentedtest enginesand monitoredthe !
effectsof enginepower settingsand flightconditionson engine running "Jl
clearances,blade-to-sealrubs, and resultantperformancedeterioration. i
The test resultsconfirmedthe significanceof acceptancetestingon performance
deteriorationand identifiedsome approachesto improvedperfon_anceretention, i
ii
J
i
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JTgD-7AEngine Flight Load Effects
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PREFACE
The requirementsof NASA Polic_/Directive
NPD 2220.4 (September 14.,1970) regarding
the use of SI Units have been waived in
accordancewith the provisionsof paragraph
5d of that Directive by the DireCtor Of
Lewis ResearchCenter.
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SECTION1,0
_A,_ S'JMMARY
; This report pn!sents tlle results of the Joint Boeing Co_l_Orclal
i,- Airplane Company (BCAC) and Pratt & Whitney Aircraft (P&WA) test
iv analysis activity which measured flight loads on the 747 propulsion
,_: system and resultlng JT91)blade to outer airseal running clearances
i during representativeacceptanceflight and revenue flight sequences.i-._ The resulting rub induced clearance changes and engine performance
_, changes were then analyzed to validate and refine the JTgD=7A short
term performancedeterioration modeI,• The nacelle aero ynam cand engin inertialload_ were measured during
i_. a series of flight tests on the Boeing RAOOI test aircraft (747)on two
!_ engines by Boeing under N_A-Langley Contract NASI-15325, and the
results are reported in Reference l. Simultaneously,the running ....
clearanceand perfon_ancechanges were measured on the same engines by
Pratt & WhitneyAircraft under NA_-Lewis ContractNAS3-20632,and the
results are reported in Reference2. The correlationof the measured o!
loads and clearance changes were undertaken cooperatively between
Boeing and Pratt & WhitneyAircraftto penBit an improvedunderstanding
of the impact of airplane acceptance testing and typical aircraft
maneuvers and operational variables during revenue service on JTgD
engine Perfo_ance deterioration. Additionally,previously developed
tnodelsused in the predictionof perfon_ancedeteriorationwere refined
to establish the influence of these engine power and flight load
induced running clearance closures on JTgD-7 engine performance
deterioration.
The air load data developed in the program will be applicable in
nondimensionalform to under-wing,high bypass ratio turbofan engine
installations involving other airplane and engine combinaticns.
However,it should be nJted that the test was conducted using JTgD-IA
engines with -200 nacelles; therefore, the measured clearance change
results are not necessarily representativeof more advanced engine :_
installations, i]The results of the tests and subsequent BCAC and P&WA analyses
indicatedthe followingwith respectto flight loads and the effects on ithe engine:
o Of the three types of flight loads, namely aerodynamic,inertial
and g_oscoplc, only the first were significantand had any effect
on engine performance. Aerodynamic loads on the fan inlet
provided a shear force and bendingmoment on the fan case which
• was carried through the engine, deflecting cases throughout the
engine. Ibis load on the inlet is caused by the bending of the
air stream entering the inlet. Thus the magnitude of the
!i a aerQdynamlcload i,_a functionof fan alr flow, Inlet air anglo of
attack,and airplane Bp_ed, The maximum aerodynamicloads,which
were _reater than prevlou_ly predicted by BQeln_ for earlier
analytical,_tudleson the effect_ of flight loads on perfarmano_
deterioration,Referenee3, occurredat takeo_ff rotationwhen th_
anglo of attack was maximum and both fan flow and aircraft speed
were high, The loads which were up and slightly outward were
es_entially equal on both inboard and outboard engines at all -i
flightcondltons, ]
]' o Runningclearanceswere monitored in the inboard and outboard fan
and the first stago of the high-pre_sureturbine on the inboard
_,, engine, Maximum clearance closures in the fans and, it is
_"i! believed, In the uninstrumentedlow-pressure compressor stages
i!_,_ occurred simultaneouslywith the maximum aerodynamic load, The
, maximum fan closures with resulting rubs occurred shortly after
i:i__) tak._-off rotation, Variations in take-off procedure which
"_i_t,;_ permittedreducedfan flow and angle of attack resultedin reduced
closure,hence reduced rub strip wear. No fan rubs were observed
in the remainder of the typical flight cycle, Neither did
possible inertial load conditions such as a hard landing cause
rubs,
o Aerodynamicloads also contributedto clearance closures in the
high-pressureturbine but to a lesserdegree, The prime causes of
turbineclosure were centrifugaleffects and differentialthermal
expansion between rotor and case. For this reason, the minimum
clearanceconditionin the high-pressureturbineoccurred in climb
when the thermal expansion_ thrust bending_ and aerodynamicload
effect_ combined to close the engine clearance at the bottom.
Turbinerunningclearanceswere not as tight for the remainderof
the typical revenue flight cycle. However, high G turns and
acceptancetest maneuvers, which combined high aerodynamic loads
and high power operation,did cause tight turbineclearances.
Based on the results of this Flight Loads Test program, the following
recommendatio_.Sare _,.le relative to current-engine operation and
future engine development:
o Use a 20-degree flap setting at take-off, whenever conditions
permit,to reduce the maximum aerodynamicload with a reductionin
cold sectionrubs,
o Use a derated power take-off, when conditions pen_it, to reduce
hot sectionthermaldistortion,
o Minimize high power operation immediately priur to start of
take-off to prevent the combination of an increased thennal
expansion-inducedclosure and the maximum load-inducedclosures at
take-off,reducingthe possibilityof turbinerub.
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o Mlnlmlze the po_Iblllty of turbln_, rub_ du_ tn snap acc_l_.ratinn._
wlth a hQt rotor and coQl_r ca_,
o Mlnimlz_ power level Increase durln.q stall warnlnq _qu_nc_,_ In
pr_ductlQn accmptance t_._tlnq,
o StruCturallyintegrate the engine and nacelle de_i_qnt. reduce _'
both the aerodynamic-loBd induced and thrust:bending induced
, closures in both the fanllow-pre_urm, compre,_r and tho
hiOh-pressureturbine,
o Investigate possible changes in production engine calibration
testing of new and overhauleGengines to reduce the time spent at,
high Power and thus reduce h_gh-pressureturbineclearanceclosure
and resultingrubs,
o Develop abradable turbine seals such that rubs caused by the
inevitablea_ymmetricclosureswill open clearances locally,where
required, rather than wear blade_ and open clearances over the
full circumferenceof the turbine,
o Employ laser clearancemonitoringprobes to measure compressorand
turbine running clearances during engine development testing to
better understandsymmetric and asymmetricclearanceclosures and
therebyachievean engine that retainstight runningclearances,
v:
\
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SECTIONR,O
INI11(_I__T ION _ii
P_,1 BACKGROUND
The rapidr1_e in the cost of o11 slnc_the Or_lani_atlonf Petroleum 1
_xportlngCountrlos(OPt'C) o11 embargo in 1973 ha5 re_ulte,,iin a
natlonaleffortto increasethe availabilityof dome,_tlcoil, develop
alternatesouses of energy,and developnear®termand long-termeans
7,. to reducefuel consumption,To counteractthe adver_ impactof the
_: world-wldefuel crisison the aviationIndustry,NASAhas initiatedthe
AircraftEnergyEfficiency(ACEE)program, Includedin thl_ prografn
are majorpropulsionprojectswhichare addressingboth near-termand
/_: long-rerangoals. The long-term activitiesare directed towarddeveloplngpropulsiontechnologyto reducefuelconsumptionby at least
12 percentin the late1980_sand an additional15 percentin the early
Iggo's. The near-termactivitiesare a part of the EngineComponent
Improvement(ECl)Projectwhichis directedtowardimprovingthe fuel
_ consumptionof selectedcurrenthlgh bypassratioturbofanenginesand
theirderivativesby 5 percentOver the life of theseengines, The
EngineComponentImprovementprojectis dividedinto two subprojects,
(I) PerformanceImprovementand (2) EngineDiagnostics.Performance
Improvementis directed toward developingfuel saving component
technologyfor existingenginesand theirderivativesto be introduced
duringthe Ig80 to Ig8Z time period. EngineDiagnosticsis directed
towardidentifyingand quantifyingengineperformancelossesthat occur
duringtheengine'sservicelifeand developingcriteriafor minimizing _
theselosses.
The firstphaseof the EngineDiagnosticsprojectwas the gathering,
documentation,and analysls of historicaldata. The resulting
informationwas used to establishperformancedeteriorationtrendsat
the overall engine and module level, establish probable causes
contributingto performancedeterioration,and identifyareas and/or
componentswhere correctiveactioncould be taken, That effortwas
completedin 1978,and the resultsare reportedin Reference4.
The secondphaseof the EngineDiagnosticsprojectwas directedtoward
expandingthe understandingof enginedeteriorationby acquiringnew
in-serviceengine performancedata from a selectedsample of JTgD
engines. This investigationwas conductedduring the period f_om
February1977to February19lg. Themain sourceof data wag the Pan
_erican WorldAirwaysJTgD-TA(SP)engineswhichare installedin their
fleetof Boeing747 SpecialPerformanceaircraft. Theseaircraftwere
introducedin servicebeginningin March1976. Datawere obtainedfrom
on-the-wing ground tests using expanded engine instrumentation,
prerepairand postrepairtest stand data, and in-flightcockpit
monlto_eddata. Thateffortwas completedin Iglg,and the resultsare
reportedin Reference5.
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The third phase Qf thB Engine DiaflnQBtlc_projectwas dirncteq toward
understandln9 tfi_ causes Qf short-term p_rformanc_ d_t_rioratIQn.
Durln9 the flrBt few flights of an aircraft, the performanceof the
_nflln_det_rlorate_ rnlatlv_ to It_ production p_rfarmanc_ l_vol
m_a_ur_d on the te_t _tand. The effort to under,rand the caus_ of
thi_ phenomenonha_ been divided into several _ubpha_e_or actlvitie_.
The fIPst activitywas to te_t and analyticallytear down a low time
_ervice engine. Thi_ activity wa_ completed in June of 191B, and the
re_ult_ are reported In Reference 6. In summary, the resu]t_ painted
to clearan_ cban_ a_ _ho major cause of the performancelos_ which
were probablythe result of loads imposedon the engine during flight.
The second activity was, therefore, directed toward analytically
investigatingth_ impact of flight loads using an existing JTgD/141
PropulsionSystem NASTRANStmucturalModel developedjointlyby Pratt &
WhitnOy Aircraft and Boeing prior to initiation of the Engine
Diagnosticsprogram. This activityresulted in two reports, References
3 and 7. In summary, these analytical studies confirmed tl_atflight
load-induced rubs were a primary cause of short-term performance
deterioration_nd indicated that nacelle inlet aerodynamic pressures
during flightmaneuverswere a principalcause of these rubs. The last
activity during the third phase was a Simulated Aerodynamic Loa_s
Test. For this test, an inlet modified with a mechanical loading
device was installedon a JTgD engine that was instrumente_to monitor
running clearances in the engine. Simulated aerodynamic loads were
then appliedmechanicallythroughthe inle_ to the operatingengine to
slmulate various f1_ght maneuvers. Running clearances and engine
performancewere simultaneouslymonitoredand recorded. The analytical
results, as reported in Reference 8, established the effects of the
simulatedaerodynamicloads on each module of the engine.
_._ OBJECTIVES
The results available from the first three phases of the Engine
Diagnostics Program established the general causes of short-term and
long-te_ engine perfom_ancedeteriorationand the magnitude of each
cause. It re_ained for the Flight Loads Test programto establishthe
specific flight conditions and maneuvers which cause the engine case
and rotor bending loads which, in turn, cause rubs and resulting
performanceloss. Thus, the specificobJective_of this final program
phase were:
o To measureaerodynamicand inertialoadsduring flight;
o To explorethe effects of airplane gross weight, sink rate, pitch
angle, and varioustypicalmaneuverson nacelle loads;
o To simultaneously measure engine clearance closures and
performancechangesresultingfrom these airplanemaneuvers;
o To make a flnal refinement of engine performance deterioration
predictionmodelsbased on the analyticalresults;and
i!I
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(_ To makerecomm_ndatl_n_to Improve prop_l_l(_n system perf(_rmance
rP.tentiQn,
P_,3APPROACII
The _ele_tedtn_t _ppraachand deflreeof In_trumen_atlonwor_ the
r(_ultof a jolnt fea_Iblllty_tudy (Ref_renc(_9) whl_h _onslderr_d
pro_Iramgoals,priortest results,co_t_benefl_, availahllltyof test
enginesand airplane,and schedule, The resultof the feasibility ,',i
study was th_ joln_f11ghtL_t conductedby @o_InBComrpercialA rplane
Company (BCAC) and Pratt & Whitney Alrcraft IP&Wt), The Boein,:_ ._
CommerclalAirplaneCompanyeffo.-_,NacelleAerodyn,_';,_,cand Inerti::, ;,
Loads (NAIL) proJ_,ct,was funded by NASAoLangle)'under contra,':_ .
NA$1-1532B, The Pratt & Whitne)Aircraft effort was funded b.)
NASA-Lewisunder the JT9D EngineDiagnosticsprogramunder contracL _,_
NAS3-20632,The selectedapproachwa_ to use the Boelngtest 74,;
airplane,RAO01,._hownIn Figure_-I, wlth the two rightllandengines
and nacellesInstrumentedto simultaneouslymeasureflightconditions, _I
aerodynamicand inertialoads,engine runningclearances,and englne .,_,
performance.
Figure2-I Flight Test Vehicle - The Boeing test 747, RAO01,was
selectedfor the flight testson the bas_s of cost and
avaiIablIity, (J24018-5)
ORI_II,L.A,CP _
BI.ACK AI',_D'"'' ....: '"......... '"'
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The spare JTgD-7 engine, serial number P_662204, from RAO01 was
returned to Pratt & Whitney Aircraft where it wa._partiallydisassem-
bled and than reassembledwith an analyticallybuilt and instrumented
fan case and high-pressureturbine, Four laser proximity probes were
installedaround the fan ca_e to measure fan runnin.qclearances. The
high-pressureturbine case was modified to per_it the installationof
laser proximity probes for the measurement of first-stage turbine
running clearances. Also installedon the high-pressureturbin_ case
were thermocouplesto measure transientand _teady state temperatures
around the case throL_ghout he flight tests. Finally, the engine was
equipped with expanded performance instrumentationto measure engine
and engine-moduleperformance before, during, and after the flight
tests. These engine instrumentationsystemsare describedin the Pratt
& WhitneyAircraftFlight Loads Test programfinal report (Reference2).
The analyticallybuilt engine was calibrateO in a test stand, then
shipped to Boeing where it was installedin the number 3 position on
the test airplane, as shown in Figure 2-2. The laser clearance !monitoring and recording system was connected to a Pratt & WhitneyAircraftread-outand recordingsystem in the test airplanecabin. Thetemperatureand performanceinstrumentationwas connectedto the Boeing
AirborneData Analysisand MonitoringSystem (ADAMS). i
J'!t
i
"I
,I
)
,j
i
t
_ Figure 2-2 PrimaryTest Engine - The analyticallybuilt engine, serial
_. number P-662204, with complete instrumentation was
i_::i_ installedon the airplanein positionnumber 3,
i_-._. .. (Boeing,FA-12227g)
.,,%
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A ._o.c_mdt,_m c_i_e,wa._ a_lalyticall.ybuilt ,Irldin_trumo,t_d wlth la,_r
cl_,ar,un:n mnnit_rln!] pr_bes. Ibis fan cash wa._ installed tm tim
pm_i t i mJ numh_:_r4 _)nginP.. and thp clt:aran_t-: meni l;_lr InN tn._itru,mntat Inn
was c_mn_cl:_,d l,n tim r_;adoout syt:t_m In the I;e.st airplam, cabin.
l_ ilmi/_iurl' ll/t_ flight }oad._ ._imulian(,,.._ly wlih th(_ _,lqllne dai,l_
lh}o.In!l,umhw I.lleNacelle A_,r{)dxna,licand l,'lertialLoad!_ (NAIl)
Program, Installed pressure pr_bes armmd th_ tan c()wls ,.Id
acci_I¢,r_llll_t_)l's and rl}t(_ _lyroscopes on t,l)emlg i11o.5 and llll)ilnls.
' A,.,rodyna,llicl(}ads ,:m thO tw() onglno, inlets w_,r'_:,lapped by prO,_i;,ur_,
pr_hes m_ the position number 3 and 4 engines. Acceleromt, ter:_ on lhe
inlet, Jan case, and e,qlne mount struts monitor_d the inertia Im_d,,.
Rate gyro,_cope,_ on the fan cases monitored the gyroscopic Ioad._. lib,
pressure, and acceleration si%inals were scanned continum_sly and
recm'ded by the Airborne Data Analysis and Monitoring System.
Descriptions of the Boeing Nacelle Aerodynamlc and Inertial I_ad,_
Program instrumentation and data recording system are prese_ted in the
B_)eingTest Report for the NAIL Program, Reference I.
Airplane flight conditions, flight loads, engine performance, turbi,_,
case temperatures, and engine running clearances were a11 recm'deU
along witl_ a time signal to the nearest 0.01 second, lhus, airpl,u_e
condition, flight loads, and engine response can be c{m_pared at, an,_.
steady state or transient condition.
The position number 3 engine was the primary data source. Lesser
instrumentation or} the position number 4 engine provided back-up data
and the basis for comparing fligl_t loads and engine responses for the
inboard and outboard engine installations.
The JTgD Flight Loads Test/NAIL FIiqht Test Pro'_Iramwas conducted ILV
Boeing in OCtober 1980, flying out" of Glasgow, Montana. lhe. NAS!_
program included five test flights. However, Boeing concurrently
conducted an additional development test program on a new engine
installed in position number 2. The additional flights dedicated to
and paid for by that program provided significant additional data at no
cost to the NASA program.
The fligl_t test program started with the 747 production acceptance
test, illustrated in Figure 2-3, since the acceptance test preced_,s
delivery of the airplane to the operator, and data collected in earlier
phases of the JTgD Diagnostics Program indicated that. a performancv
loss occurred during the first flight of the airplane. Subsequently,
the effects of heavier gross weight take-offs and variation ot take-eli
flap settings weYe measured. High G turns were performed to simulalv
the elfects ot avoidance maneuvers.
• Oi_ POOR QUALITY
Figur_2-3 Production Acceptance Test Flight Profile - This test
pattern was the initial test of the program since it had
been indicated that a performance loss occurred on the
first airplaneflight.
Previousanalysis had indicatedthe possibilityof rubs occurringfrom
, dynamic loadswhich could be caused by an extremeair gust conditionor
a hard landing. No gust conditionswere encountered;however,a heavy
grossweight,hard landingtest was accomplished.
Followingcompletionof the tests, number 3 engine was removedfrom the
airplane and returned to Pratt & Whitney Aircraft where a final
calibrationtest was conducted. The engine was then disassembled,the
fan and high-pressure turbine were analytically inspected, and the
engine was refurbishedand returned to Boeing for use on test airplane
RAO01.
The actual test sequence was modified slightly from the planned
procedure; however, all of the planned test conditions plus some
additional conditions were run. The actual ground test calibrations
conductedand flight conditionsmonitoredare listed chronologicallyon
Table 2-I.
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TABLE_-!
TE_T _0U_NCE
PrflGfl_re
06._4._0 Bnr_ En_tn_ Gr_qnd Ca11_ratlon Sea Level 0 Eant Hartford, Conn,
10.0_-60 In, tailed Engine Ground Calibration Sea Love) 0 _oetn_ Field, WaSh.
t 10-1040 Installed Engine Ground Calibrfftion _,GGO 0 Glasgow, Montane
10-1%-B0 _ Glan_ow, Montana
Accoptanc_ Test Flt_t:
612,000 Ib Take-Off with _0 Flap_ |01-1 2,660 0.25
Mid-Climb _03 17,200 0.60
High Mach Number Cruise 104 3G,S00 O.BG
LOWMaChNumber CruiSe Z05 35,5_ 0.77
In.Flight Reltght 107 27_g00 0.72
Stall Warntn9 with Flaps Up 109 17,000 0.39
Stall WaPntng with 10 Flips ZtO 1G,200 0.35
Stall Warning with 30 Flaps 111 17,000 0.27
Idle Oesce_t 112 _,G00 0,44
Approach 113 6,000 0.27
Touch and Go 114 2_560 0.26
Thrust Reverse 115 2,$60 0.18
10-11-80 InstalledEngine Ground Calibration 2,560 0 Glasgo_,Montana
10-lg-B0 _e¢.¢p_ Test Flight Glasgow, Montana
53B,000 Ib Take-Off wlth ]0 Flaps ]01-2 2,5G0 0.24
Low-Climb 102 5,900 0.39
2.0-G Left Turn with Flaps Up 116 8,400 0.49
I.G-GLeft Turn with 30 Flaps 117 8,200 0.26
Airplane Stall 123 9,000 0.21
10-20-80 Thlr_..Test.F1i.gh.t Glasgow, Montana
_7,000 lb lake-Off wtth 10 Flaps 101-3 2,560 O.25
10-20-80 Installed Ground Calibration 2,560 0 Glasgow, Montana
10-25-80 Fourth Test Flight Glasgow, Montana
710,O00 lb Take-Off with 10 Flaps E,B60 0.25
7E0,000 lb Take-Off wtth 10 Flaps 118 3,850 0.30
{Simulated)
690,000 lb Landing
10-2G-80 _ Glasgow, Montane
MsxtmumHach Number Flight 106 37,000 O.91
Maximum Dynamic vreasure Flight i08 24,GOO 0.84
2.OoG Right Turn with Flips Up 120 8,200 0.48
1.G°G Right Turn with 30 FlaPs _21 8,300 0.27
IO-25.80 |nstalled Ground Calibration 2,560 0 Glasgow, Montana
11-05-80 Installed Ground Calibration 2,560 O Glasgow, Montana
O|-Og-BZ Bare EngineGround Callbratlon, See Level 0 East Hartford,Conn.
As-Received
O%-_-B! Bare Engine Ground Calibration Sea Level 0 East Hartford, Con..
after Vane Trlm
* Note: A check f1_ght was made on _0-3-B0 and a fer_y flight was made o,,10-6-80. However,both
flights were conducted with reduced Dower on engine number 3 such that no close oleo,antes occurred
or were measured.
I0
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lh_ initial t_.st fllqllt dupllcatt_d the acceptanc_ fltqht witl_ th¢_
(._xc_.ptlon of thn nt_ximum Macll numh(_r and m_xilllum dyn_llli¢ prt_._¢li'_
crul._t,c_ndltlon,_.An _.nglnOground callbrat.lOnand fan Insp_ctlon
w_,re,conductedfollowin_ltI11sinIti_lfli,qht_f t/totm_t p-oqr_m.
During the ,_econdt_._tfllqht, t,h(,accOptanct_,tost 'lO-degreO.flap
.._,,lli,!lI,,ik_-off_md clliI_honutwa._cnnducted, lll,qhG turn._and nn
_it'pI_u_e,st _llw(_r_:_also includ(_din this t.o,_tflight.. Rubs wert:noted
on the fan rub strip._.
The third test flight included a higher gross weight take-off (647,000
pounds) with flaps set at 10 degrees. Additional fan rub was noted.
The third ground calibration followed the flight.
lhe fourt.h test flight was conducted with take-off at the highest gross
weight that was feasible for the airplane and condition_ (710,000
pounds). At lO00 feet above ground, a 1.3-G pull-up was executed to
simulatethe aerodynamicloads whicllwould occur during a 780,O00-pound
gross weight take-off to obtain data for the final take-off test
condition. The airplane landed with a gross weight of 690,000 pounds ,_.
at a higi,sink rate (5 feet/second)in an effort to establisha dynamic .!
loadcondition. Rubs were noted on the fan rub strips.
The final test flight was then flown to conduct the remaining two
acceptance tlight conditions (maximum Math number cruise and maximum
dynamic pressurecruise)and the high G turns to the rig/itwhich were
added to the program. The fourth ground calibration followed this
_ flight.
;_ Two additionalfligI_tswere then conducted to complete the co_ipanion
test programon the position numl;er2 engine. Then a final installed
:' calibrationwas conducted. The airplane was then ferried to Seattle,
and the test engine was removed and returned to Pratt & Whitney
Aircraft.
The initial bare engine calibration was then repeated at Pratt &
Whitney Aircraft in the as-receivedcondition. The fan blades were
-_. then washed, th'_vane trim was cllecked,and the calibration was
repeated.
I
," An analytical teardown and inspectionwere then conducted on the fan
and hi,h-pressure turbine from the primary test engine and the
_ iustrumentedfan case which was installed on the position number 4
_'_ engine.
i.
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_! SECTION3.0
DATA COLLECTIONAND ANALYSISMETHODOLOGY
3.1 LOADS DATA i
'i
;. This categoryof data includesthe flight loads,namely the aerodynamic
loads on the fan Inlets and the inertial loads. Engine power induced
loads which contributedto the clearance closures namely centrifugal,
thrust, fan axial and thermal were not measured directly. Their
clearanceclosureeffectswere eithermeasuredor computed.
The aerodynamicloads on the inlets were determined by integratingthe
measured pressures over the inner and outer surfaces of the inlet
(Figure3-I).giving net shear loads and moments about the fan inlet. 1
The inertial loads were due to acCeleratiOnsand gyroscopic effects. .i_
Accelerometersand rate gyPos were installedon the test engines and I
supportingStructureincludingthe strut-to-wingintersection,and the
loadswere computedfrom the recordedaccelerationrates.
I
3.l.l Data Collection _
The aerodynamicloads on the position numbers 3 and 4 engine inlets !
where determinedby continuouslymeasuring the pressureson the inside 'iand outside of those inlets and converting these pressure data into
shear loads and bending moments. ReferenCe 1 presents a detailed
descriptionof the pressure measurement system. The inboard engine "
(number3) was chosen for the more extensivepressuremappingsince the
aerodynamicload effects were expected to be greater on this .engine, :;
Figure 3-I. Fewer pressuretaps were installedon the outboaraengine .;
(number 4) with sufficient measurements to indicate relative load
I
levels betweenthe inboardand outboardengines.
Instrumentationfor intertial loads consisted of accelerometersand
rate gyros located on the engine and pylon (Figure 3-2) and the
aircraftcenter of gravity, These instrumentswere used on both test
engines and at their fore and aft wing and pylon interface. For
angularaccelerationstwo axes of a three-axlsrate gyro mounted on the
two test engines were used. AdditiOnal accele_ometerand rate gyro
descriptionis containedin the F1ight Loads Test report (Referencel).
Accelerometerswere placed on the engines so that lateral, vertical,
and longitudinal accelerations were measured at the positions
identifiedon Figure 3-2. Rate gyros were placed at 3 o'clockin the
fan case and were used to measure pitch and yaw rate. A total of six
accelerometersand one rate gyro per engine permitted calculation of
the translationaland angular accelerationsat the engine center of
gravity.
DLh,,,X NO'i _:[;L':!!.O
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Figure 3-1 Inboard Inlet Pressure Taps
Accelerationswere measured at the pylon/winginterfaceS. The lateral
accelerationswere measured at the wing front spar and rear thrust link
attach point (Figure 3-2). The vertical accelerationswere measured
inboard and outboard of the front spar attach point and on the rear
thrust llnk attach point. In the longitudinaldirection,accelerations
were measured oniy at the front spar, Each interfacehad a total of
six linearacceleromeLers.
Basic airplane Infor_ationwas recorded,includingpitch, yaw, and roll
angles along with side-slipand angle of attack. Angular accelerations
about all three axes were measuredat the aircraftcenter of gravity,
I4
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Figure 3-2 inertialData Sensors
3.1.2 .An.a]yslsof Loads Data
The pressurereadingstaken from the 252 ports on the positionnumber 3
engine and the 45 ports on the number 4 engine were integratedusing a
Fourier-Besselinterpolation in the circumferentialdirection and a
linearinterpolationin the axial direction.
The axial pressure distributions for each of the selected flight i
conditionswere determined and plotted graphically,examples of which
!: are shown in Figures 3-3 and 3-4. The pressures are plotted in terms
" of pressure coefficient versus nominal arc lengths. Each flight
conditionis covered by two plots, one (inletpressures) pertainingto
the rows of pressure ports that extend all the way into the inlet
(i.e., 0 = 0 degree, 60 degrees) and the other (cowl pressures)
_' pertainingto the rows that extend to the trailingedge of the fan cowl
!_ (t.e,, e = 30 degrees, 90 degrees),
-1
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Figure3-3 EngineNumber3 InletPressures;ConditionI01, 612,000-
poundGrossWeightTake-Offwith 20-degreeFlaps
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Rgure 3-4 Engtne Number3 Cowl Pressures; Condition 101, 612,000-
poundGrossHetgl_t Take-0ff wtth 20-degree Flaps
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To compute reBultant alr Ioad_ frofnthe p_sure data, a prevlou_ly
developedcomputer program was uBed, It aBpr'(;ximate_the inlet and
cowl geometry a_ a ,_erie,_of conical fru,_tum_and adjusts for the tilt '_
of the axis with r'e_pectto the nacelle cBnter]ine by inBertlon Qf
wedg_-_hapedsurface_, Figure 3_5 show_ the coordinatesystem for the.
re_ultan_loads, [Note that the resultant5hear loads and moments are '_
all referencedto the "A" flange (the fan-to-lnlet interface), The
moment at the engine front mount, at the rear of the fan case, d_ co
the aerodynamic load is about 50 percent greater than at the A"
flange,] This procedurewas checkedby comparisonto a method ba_ed on
a complete three-dimensionalgeometry definition, Resultant force_
differed by less than three percent_ and resultant yaw and pitching
moment_ at the engine face differed by less than I Percent, (Rolling
momentsdifferedby 3,5 percentbut are not significantloads,)
L'
ENGINE _ ;
_ Fx _ Fz M_
LANGE, NACELLE STA1 ION 100
/
_- y
_' "_ INBOARD
-l FlBure3-5 Sign Conventionfor Steady-StateLoads, Engine Number3
_: Pitch and y_ ra_,esas well as accelerationswere recorded throughout
all test flights,. The data was plotted in graphical form for the
selected flight condition time frames,,..Figure 3-6 shows the normal
i acceleratlo.,_,t the aircraftcenter of gravityduring the hard landingat the end of the fourth fllght and is typical of these plots. Engine
accelerationdata were filtered to pass frequencies below 40 Hertz
iii_' (Hz). Pitch and yaw rates were filtered to pass frequenciesbelow 5
Hertz,
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Figure 3-6 Airplane Center-of-GravityNormal _celeration During the
Hard Landing
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The six acceler_metarsin the nacelle mea._uredlinear acceleratiQns.
The mBa5urBment_were used to dBtBmln_, the ,_Ixc_mponents (thrB_
linnar and threnangular)ef acceleratian_at the center Qf _ravlty,
AB_uminga rigid body mQtion of th_ nacelle,the measured acc_leratinn._
(a) are r_latedto tha enBin_ contoroof_qravltyacceleration{A) by;
(a) [B](A) (1)
where [B] is a six-by-six transfomation matrix that depends upmn the
locationof the instrumentationin the na_elln. The equation
(A) o [B]-I (a) {_)
providesthe history (A) basad on themea_ured time historyof (a). In
this mannQr (A),whose componentsare Ax, Ay, Az, ¢ , 0 , and @ , was
determinedand the values obtained for each time point of interestfor
either comparisonwith previouspredictlonsor use in further analysis
using the finiteelementmodel of the 747/jI'gDpropulsionsystem.
The preparationof finite element grid point forces for subsequent
structuralmodeling was accomplishedby integratingpressuresover the
aerodynamic _urface mesh, then transformingthe mesh forces to the
structuralsurfacerepresentativeof the finite elementmesh.
G loadswere generatedby applyingan inertiaload factor to the finite
elementmass matrix to generate 9rld point inertiaforces.
Gt_romoments for each rotor grid point were generated by multiplying
e pitch or yaw rate by one-half the grid point transversemass moment
of inertiatimes the rotor speed.
3,2 CLEARANCECLOSUREDATA
Runningclearancesof the fans in both engines and of the first turbine
stage in the position three engine were monitoredthroughoutthe flight
testing and the installed ground calibration testing using a laser
probe system developed for the prior SimulatedAerodynamicLoads Test
program. Measured clearances, exact time, and engine speed were
recordedon video tape for subsequentanalyticalcomparisonwith flight
loads and other recordedtest parameters,
High pressureturbinecase temperatureson the number three engine were
also monitored continuously to provide transient and steady state
thermaleffect data for use in the analysisof clearancechangesin the
turbine.
20
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3,2,1 DataCollectlo, n
Twelve laser probes were Installed Qn the two engines, Four were
mounted to mea.sure fan blade/outer alr_eal running clearance_ in the
outboard englr,._, The Iocatlon_ are _hown on Plgure 3o7, The inboard
engine was equipped with four 5imllarly mounted fan clearance prabes
plu,_four probe_ to measure flrs_-stagehlgh_pres_ure turblne blade)
running clearance. The turbine probe Iocation_ are shown on Figure
3o8. There were some limitatlon_ on probe locationl hence, the
selected posltlon_were as shown on Figure 3°7 and 3°8. Bottom dead
contamln that would blind the probes, _I!
Pt40tlI_'. IoiJCA'i ICiNb
./i
\I
(
REAR VIEW LOOKING FORWARD
Figure 3-7 AngularLocationof Fan Blade Laser ProximityProbes - Four
probes, located 90 degrees apart, provided adequate "
clearancemonitoringdata.
The four clearancesmeasured by the laser probes in each of the three
probe systems as well as engine speed and time were recorded
continually on video tape every 1/30 of a second for subsequent
transient and steady state analysis and comparison with loads. A
descriptionof the laser clearancemonitoringsystem and its operation
_ is includedin Reference2.
Zl
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Figure 3-8 Angular I.ocattc,n of High-Pressure Turbine Blade Laser
Proximity Probes - Four probes, located approximately 90
degreesapart,providedadequateclearancemonltorlng data.
The major temperature excursions and corresponding influences on the
JT9Dengine blade tip clearances occur in the high-pressure compressor,
high-pressure turbine, and low-pressure turbine with the largest
influence in the high-pressure turbine. Transie,t and steady state
turbinerunningclearancesare influencedby: l) centrifugalforceand
temperature-inducedisk and blade growth; 2) temperatureand
aerodynamicIoad-lnducedcase growthand deflection;and 3) by thrust
and inertiaload-inducedrotormovement. The laserprobesmeasuredthe
totalrunningclearancechange. Simultaneousmonitoringand analysis
Of thehigh-pressureturbinecasetemperaturesdurlng fllght and ground
testing provided a better understandingof case growth and its
Influenceon runnlng clearances.
Radial, axial, and circumferentialtemperaturepatterns in the
hlgh-pressureturbinecase of the positionnumber 3 engine, under
: steady state and transient condltlons=were establishedby 18
themocouplesinstalledaroundthe turbinecase frontand rear (M and
N) flangesFlus two then_ocouplesmountedin the air spaceaboveand
below the case, as shown in Figure 3-9. These temperatureswere
continuouslyrecordedon the two BoeingADAMSsystemswhich provided
: transientand steady-statedata and time sychronlzatlonfor subsequent
--i analysis,
)-I.
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Figure 3-9 High-Pressure Turbine Case Themocouple Locations - All
circumferential locations are measured clockwise, looking
forward, (J24018-24)
3,2,2 Analxses of Clearancel D,ata,
Clearancesand case temperatureswere measured and recorded throughout
the flight tests and ground calibrations, A reference set of
clearances was established based on the recorded clearances at
stabilizedground idle power level immediatelyprior to the first test
fli_t, Subsequentclearance closures at conditions of interestwere
then defined by correcting the measured values to these reference
values, The analytical interpretationof these measured blade-to-case
closures can be described as the combination of engine power-induced
effect_and flight load effects,
Enginepower-inducedclosure is the result of:
o Blade and disk axisymmetric growth caused by power-induced
centrifugaland themal loads,
C
o Case axisymmetricand asymmetric growth caused by power-induced
i thermalexpansionsof rotatingand staticcomponents,and
_" o Thrust-inducedasymmetricbendingof the engine,
1982020420-TSC02
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i_ Flight 1oad_Inducodclo,sureis the resultof:
F_ o Asymmetricbe,lfllflgof the englnP,due to aerodynamicloads on the
_: inletcowl,
ill
;_ o Gravitational (G) loads and gyroscopic (gyr_) loads associated
_ ' with airplanemaneuvers,and)'i
_--_' o Dynamicvibrationinducedclosures,
i-_._'_ The laser system measured the total clearance change at each probe at
)_i_i!l'_ an Instant In time, Thls closure Is the algebralc sum of tlleabove
effectswhich were acting at the time of measurement, Separatingthese
effectswas accomplishedby using variouscombinationsof measured data
and previouslydeveloped structural_nd theY_alanalyticalmoclels. As
example,total axisymmetricclosurewas det rlninedfrom the averag
il,,I of the four closure readings. Centrifugalforce induced axisymmetric
closurewas computed knowing rotating hardware characteristicsand was
check d by mea ing the instantaneous total axisymmetr c closure
change coincident with a fast acceleration or deceleration.
Aerodynamic load effect was calculated using finite ele,_entanalysis
techniquesand measured aerodynamicloads and was checked by comparing
measuredclosuresimmediatelyprecedingand followingtake-offrotation.
The power-inducedaxisymmetricclosure was measured both on the ground
and at altitude for different stabilized engine speeds. It was :inecessary to measure thes closures at both conditions since f n
clearancewas significantlyless at altitudeas a result of reducedgas
bendingloadsow_the blades.
The axisymmetricclosure at a particular time in the flight cycle,
togetherwith the cold build clearance,defined the gaps availablefor
the accommodationof additionaldeflectiondue to externalflight loads. !
Axis_nmetricand asymmetric closures were evaluated for each flight !
condition; however, only the maximum closures that contributed to
engine deteriorationwere fully explored.
The asymmetric closure due to thrust and flight load-inducedengine
bending was isolated using the NASTRAN (N_.A.ASASTRuctural ANalysis)
finite element mathematicalmodel of the JTgD/747 propulsio-n-system
with the measured loads and calculated thrust levels as input. The
mathematicalmodel was jointly developed by Pratt & Whitney Aircraft i
and Boeing and began with an identification of below-the-wing )
propulsion system substructureswhich were provided by each party.
Since primaryemphasis in the study was on behavior of the engine, the :(
wing was not included. By excluding the wing, the nacelle/strut
combination could reasonably be assumed to be symmetric about a
verticalplane through the engine centerline,and the engine behavior
could then be calculatedwith a half model for much less cost than for
a full model.
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_bstructure interfaces were chosen where suba_sembles were
mechanicallyJoined (that is, mount points, flanges, etc.). Detailed
finite-elementmodels of the engine static structure (case_and bearing
support frames), rotors, and thrust yoke were provided by Pratt &
Whitney Aircraft, Rotor_ were modeled as beams with discrete masses
inputdirectly. Boeingprovidedthe inlet,strut, and tail-conemodels.
Secondarystructuralcomponents (fan and core cowls, fan and turbine
reversers,stator assemblies),accessories,and plumbing were included
fl
as discrete or distributed masses as appropriateto bring the mass
propertiesof the model to within 5 percent o@ the actual hardware.
The final static model consisted of eight substructures with
approximatelyll,O00degreesof freedom,as shown in Figure3-I0.
• . -_ p
Boeln6Comlflerclal >. . . . :. ,, .,
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Figure 3-10 JT9D/747 Integrated NASTRAN Finite Element Structural
Model - The model consists of eight substructureswith
approximatelyll,O00degreesof freedom. (J20152-9) i
The flight acceptanceprofile incorporatedin the model includes the
propercombinationof measured nacelleloadings,engine thrust,inertia
and gyroscopic effects, base-line clearances, and air-seal/blade
abradabilityfactors. Exposureto thrust and maneuver loads results in
deformation of propulsion system structural members and leads to
relative motion between static and rotating components of flow-path
seals. If the motions are larger than can be accommodated by the
availableclearances,rubs and wear (air-seal/bladetip rubbing) will
: occur and result in increasedoperatingcl_arances between blade tips
and outer air seals. Abradabilityfactor:idetermine the trade-off 'i
between blade tip and outer seal wear. Performance influence
coefficients for each engine stage are then used to determine the
performonce 1oss due to these increasedoperating cIearances.
_5
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Hlgh-pr_sure turbine case metal tQmp_ratt_r_._at the front and r_.ar
flango_, shawn previously in Figur_ 3_9, were re_(_rd,_d_i_,ultaneou_ly
with perforlnanc(_and cl_ara,c_ parameter._during each of th_ te_t
conditions. Tileca_e temperature data were recorded on the Boein.q
Airborn_ Data Analysis and Monlt(}ringSystem (ADAMS). The data tapes
. were then proces._edby Pratt & Whitn()yAircraftit)define transientand
_.. steady state temperature patterns in the radial, axlal, and
circumferentlald irections.
Analyticalmodels for predictingthe steady state and transientthenT_al
- growth characteristicsof the turbine assembly were validated and.
• _here necessary,correctedusing the case temperature,gas temperature,
and directly-_neasuredclearance data. Turb.inecase the_lal expansion
response rate to thennal transients was found to be faster than
predicted by the analyticalmodel._,which were subsequentlyrevised.
_' The revised models were then used in the analysis to establish and
quantify the variouscauses of clearanceclosure at the criticalground
i_ test and flightconditions.
3.3 PERFORMANCEDATA
_. Expandedperfo_ance instrumentationwas installedon the instrumented
inbo_d _ngine during the preprogram and postprogram bare engine
calibrationsat the Pratt & Whitney Aircraft Middletown (Connecticut)
test facility and throughout the ground and flight testing with that
-7) engine installed on the airplane. The engine used in the flight "_
programwas equippedwith expanded instrumentationsensors as described
below in this Section.
The engine performance instrumentation used in the bare engine
calibrationand in the flighttest programis listed on Table 3-I. The
measurementsin the test stand and on the airplane are essentiallythe
same with the principle difference being that thrust is directly
measuredin the test stand but not on the airplane.
When the engine was installed in the test airplane the engine
performance instrumentationwas readout and recorded by the ADAMS
system thus providing a simultaneousrecording on clearance, flight
loads,engine perfon,ance and airplanefllght conditiondata.
A preflightperfon,ance calibrationof the newly assembledengine was
made in the Pratt & Whitney Aircraft test facility in Middletown,
Connecticut. After the engine was installed in the number 3 position
on the airplane, a five-point Installed base-line ground calibration
was conductedat Boeing Field, Washington. This base-linecalibration
was repeated after a functional check flight and the ferry flight to
Glasgow,Montana when it was learned that air was inadvertentlybeing
bled from the engine during the original installed calibration. Each
of the subsequenttest flights was followed by a ground calibration.
Upon completionof the NAIL programflight testing, several additional
26
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TABLE 3-I
PERFORMANCETEST INSTRU_NTATION
Whe_ Used ..
No. of No. of Tn-__l_-d
PaKamete_ ProbeEs Measurement_ Cell Onn_ .
Pamb - 1 x x I
Ptl 1 1 x ',r
Pt2 8 g x '_
Pt2, Ps2 8 8 x
Pt2,5 6 i x x
Pt3 3 1 x x :
Ps3 3 1 x x
P_4 1 1 x x _,,
PsSi l 1 x
Pt7 6 1 x x
Peel1 fan 8 1 x
Pcell primary 4 I x
"lamb - 1 x x
Tt2 8 8 x :
Tt3 1 1 x x -_!
•rt4.5 3 1 x x
Tt6 6 7 x x
Tt7 6 l x x
Tf - 1 x x
i
Specifichumidity - 1 x !
i1_ruSt - 1 x i
' Wf - 2 x x
Nl - l x x
N2 - l x x
VaneAngle (/3) - 1 x
EVC - I x x
ConditionLever Angle - 1 x
Bleed Valve Positions - x x
Crossfeed Valve - 1 x
PrecoolerExit Valve - 1 x
27
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fltghts were made for the JTgI:)-TR4engine development prograql bet ng
conductedin conjunction with the NAIL program. Then a ftnal installed
calibrationof the NAILenginewas conductedpriorco the ferryf11ght
back to Boeing Fleld and removalof the engine, Two postflight
perfomance calibratlonswere conducted In the Middletowntest
facility,one in the as-receivedconditionand a secondcalibration
afteravane trimcheckandfan bladewash, See Table2-I,
Buildclearanceswere measuredin the rebuiltfans and hlgh-pressure
turbinepriorto the startof testing, Rubdepthsweremeasuredaround
the airsealsof the two fans aftereach groundcalibrationand test
flight, Finally,an analyticalteardownof the fan and high-pressure
turbineof the number3 test enginewere conductedafter the test
programto identifythe magnitudeand locationof all blade and seal
wear in thesenew components,
28
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SECTXON4.0
RESULTS
I
4,1 MEASUREDLOADS
4.1.I Steadycr Quasi-$._te_adyLoads
' Table 4-! gives the resultant air loads along with key aircraft
parametersfor 23 flight conditionsselected for analysis. Note that
pitching and yaw moments ar_ about the "A" flange (the fan-to-inlet
interface). The moment about the engine front mount is approximately
50 percentgreater.
Four rake-offs [one with 2.q-degreeflaps and a 612,000-poundgross
weight and three with lO-degreeflaps and gross weights of 538,000,
-_ 647,000, and 780,000 pounds.(simulated)]were selected for detailed
loads analyseS. Time historiesof resultantloads were calculatedfor
the purPose of correlatingmaximum clearance changes, whenever they
occurred,with the aerodynamicloads, For the 780,O00=poundtake-off,
which was simulatedby a pull-up maneuver at l,O00 feet above ground
level, data for the analysis were recorded when the correct airplane
liftcoefficientwas reached.
The 612,000-poundgross weight take-offwith 20-degreeflaps (condition
lOl-l)was the initialtake-off for the entire test program (see Table
2-I). Peak load was reached at seven seconds after rotation. The
_ pitchingmoment at the A-flangewas 329,000inch-pounds. !
The 538,000-poundtake-off with lO-degreeflaps (conditionlOI-2) was
the acceptancetest flight take-off. Note that while the gross weight,
air speed, and fan flow rate were all less than for the first take-off,
the pitchingmoment of 401,000 inch-pou_idswas 22 percent greaterthan
:: that for the first take-off. This difference in pitching moment was
due to the greaterrotation angle requiredwith the lower flap setting
•_ to achieve required lift for take-off. The measured "airflow vane
-3
angles"on the right and left sides of the cabin reflect the variations
in the inlet _,ngleof attack, Figure 4-I. These angles are plottedon
::J
Figure 4-2 for the take-off condition along with the pitching r_oment.
Note that in this ten second period of near constant ground speed and
engine speed, the pitchingmoment appearsdirectly proportionalto the
change in vane angle with the peak again occurring about seven seconds
after start of take-offrotation.
The third take-off was executed at 647,000 pounds gross weight and 1
lO-degreeflaps (condition I01-3). Although flap and power settings
were the same, the aerodynamic loads, Figure 4-3 were greater than
those for the second take-off because of higher air speed at lift-off.
(Note, however, that the increase is less than proportionalto the
increasein gross weight.) I
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Figure4-I Inlet Angle of Attack - The inlet angle of attack (_) is
defined as the angle between the inlet centerline and the
local relative wind that would prevail if the
engine/nacelle/inletwere not present.
The simulatedhigh gross weight take-off (conditionliB) was conducted
during the fourth test flight. The actual gross weight was 696,500
pounds. The simulationwas achieved by performing a pull-up, starting
at 185 knots and 3646 feet pressure altitude (about I000 feet above
actual ground)to producethe same airplane lift coefficientthat would
occur during a 780,O00-poundtake-off. The moment at the A-flangewas
430,100inch-pounds.
Figure 4-4 presents a plot of pitching moment versus take-off gross ,_
weight for the four test take-offs. The benefit of the reduced ,i
aerodynamicload with the 20-degreeflap settingis obvious. _._,
i
As seen on Table 4-I, the take-off conditions provide the maximum :i
aerodynamic lo;:,dSfor normal revenue service (conditions 101, 102 i
through 105, _13, and I15) and for the acceptance test flight
(conditions IO1-,2 and 102 through llS). However, three other
conditions are of interestbecause of possible adverse combinationsof "
aerodynamic loads and themal transients in the engine. Figure 4-5
shows a time history of the pitchingmoment at the engine face, engine
airflow, and body vane angle for condition II0 (stall warning with
lO-degreeflaps). The maximum moment (305,000 inch-pounds)coincided
with maximum engine airflow, although the maximum vane angle occurred _
earlier in the maneuver. The result shows the sensitivity of
aerodynamicloads to fan inlet airflow as well as to inlet angle of
attack and air speed.
The second conditionsof interest are the left and right high-G turns
(conditionsI16, I17, 120 and 121). The left turns combinedhigh angle
of attack and high airflowwith resultanthigh aerodynamicloads. The
right turns were executed at a lower power level (fan airflow). The
resultant loads were comparable in the vertical axis (Fx and My) but
: lower in the lateralaxis (Fy and Mx).
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Figure4-2 Inlet Pitching Moment Time History for the 53B,OOO-pound
Gross Weight Take-Off
OF POOI_QU,%l'ry
_i_. The thirdconditionof interestwas the airplanestall(condition123)
_!i whichoccurreddurinothB sBcondtest flight, The mQmnntpeakedat367,000inch-pounds,Thl_ relativelyhigh load levelresultedfrom a
-ii_ Varyhlghan,ql(_of attack, The pitchand yaw rateswere hathabout6,5
-li d_gree_ per s_cond,and the g lev(_l wa_ 1.27, These factor,_in
i_ comblnatiorimade it an inter_stlnBc_a_to examinein detail,
'_ ReviQw of the t_st data indicatedthat the measured aorodynamlc
pressureson onBinenumberfour wore vary close to the pres__urec,of
ongif_Q3, Implyin9thattheflightlaad_wereaboutnq_al, "
(=BOO)-
°50 -
(_400)=
=40 --
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My, _30
1000 N.m
(in-kip)
-20 - (-200)- , i
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0_ 0, , I I
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Figure4-3 InletAir LOad MomentTime Historyfor the 647,O00-pound
Gross Weight Take-Off
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Ftgure 4-4 Pttching Moment at Take-Off versus Gross Weight and F!ap
Set t tng. i
The inertial loads for the 23 flight conditions are shown in Table 4-1I
for the inboard engine and Table 4-II! for the outboard engine, Nomal
once-per-flight accelerations measured during take-off and typical
revenue fltght dtd not exceed 1,3 G. The exceptions were the high G
turns (conditions 116, 117o 120_ and 121) tn which accelerations
reached 2 G's. In these cases, the differences between the G loads .
measured at the airplane center of gravity and those measured at engine
numbers 3 and 4 were wtthtn the scatter of the data, Thts indicates
that the engine-mounted accelerometers Sensed only the steady
accelerations of the whole airplane and that there were no significant
contributions from either wtng or nacelle flextble (vibration-Induced)
modeS,
Similarly, the pitch rates during simulated normal revenue service dtd
not exceed 3 degrees/second wtth the peaks occurring prior to the
maximum aerodynamic load condition. The exceptions were the high G
turns and the airplane Stall (condition 123) where the Pates exceeded 6
and 5 degrees/second, respectively,
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" Figure4-5 Pitching Moment Time History for the Stall Warning wlth
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TABLE4-II
INERTIALDATAFORENGINENUMBER3
CONCl ] (_ '_ I 9_qreog/SQCOn(_
:o:,: .,_oI .,15 i-_8 i ,,_oI -,:o
'.01.3 -.40 -.20 1,15 1.60 - .]0
10!,3 -,40 -,30 '_,2 '.,24 ,65
;!8 -,35 -,!0 _.,2 1,98 ,_4
:G2 -.25 -.15 ,955 - .60 - .70
'.o3 :,OA::I '" _ . ._6104 NOA .98 5 - 13
' ::I.o. ,,oA ., 25 18_o_ .o7 5 9_ 53 .20
:o, ,,o_ ::i 1.o,, _,, . .:8
_o_ ;ao9 o .6o I o.C,_ -. ,9! 20 - ,37
;10 NOA -.l 1,24 37 - .25
:!! NOA -.!2 .91 74 . .49
112 NOA -,i 1,04 0 - ,IB
'.!3 NOA -.1 .961 - .7: -1.64
,i4 NDA -,i l.! ,5 . .24
;:5 NOA -,15 ],02 - .5 0
116 -.27 -,25 I z,98 3,9! -l.S
!'-7 -.25 -,40 I 1.60 6.4! -3.9 _'_:20 -,25 -,30, 1,98 5.1: 3.=
T2! -.25 -.20 I '..57 6.71 S,Z
123 -.35 -,i [ 1,27 5.6 5,5i
Acce'lerationcoordinates are Nacelle axes per Figure 3-5.
Pitch rate: Positive, nose up.
Yaw rate: Positive, right turn.
• ;)
NDA = Accelerometer Failed to Operate Properly.
TABLE 4-111 _
INERTIAL DATA FOR ENGINE NUMBER 4
=i ==,H H , !
Lineal Acceleration Angular Velocity
Concl G's DeoreeslSecone
,, m
_ _ Az Ay Ax Pitch Yaw
!_ 101,2 , -,50 1.15 1,60 .30
101,3 ,20 -,20 !.l 1,24 I .65
_.02 ' -.15 -.!0 1.15 - .60 I - .70
!17 -._S ',-.30 . 6.49 -3.9
_ !20 -.I0 -.30 1.95 5.!3 3.4
_" 121 i ..20) ..15 1.5 6.70 5.2
_'.< 123 l [-.25 ,,I0 1.15 5,6 5.5
4.1.2 _amlc Loads
An analyticalstudy of the "Effect of Time Dependent Loads on JTgD-7
PerformanceDeterioration" Reference? utilized Boeing-supplieddata, #
and the NASTRAN finite element mathematicalmodel of the jTgD-7/747
propulsion system to evaluate the possible effect of a transient
dynamic load on engine runningclearanceclosures. Verticalwind gusts
during flight, a typical landing, and a high sink rate, heavy gross
weight landing were the conditions evaluated as possible candidates.
The analysis showed insignificantadditionalclearance closure due to
the verticalgust and normal landingcases but did indicate a possible
dynamic load conditioncoincidentwith a hard landing. Therefore,it
was plannedduringthis flight test programto monitorany gust load.
The closest condition to a high sink rate (lO feet/second),normal
gross weight (490,O00-pound) landing that was achieved was a 5
feet/second,690,O00.@oundlanding. The verticalaccelerationwas 1.53
G's at the airplaneCG (see Figure 3-6) and 1.7 G's and 2 G's at engine '_
numbers 3 and 4, respectively. Normal landing accelerationswere l.l
G's at the airplaneCG and lo3g at the engines.
Gusts affect both aerodynamic and inertial loads, which must be
consideredsimultaneously. The aerodynamicload arises directly from
the change of inlet ahgle of attack associatedwith gust component of
_, the relative wind. The inertial load is produced by the airplane's
motion in response to the gust. No appreciable 'turbulencewas
encountered in the flight program, so this combined effect was not
observed. Nevertheless,it was possible to establish the sensitivity
of the inlet aerodynamicloads to angle of attack changes caused by
gusts. In the simulated maximum dynamic pressure (q), push-over
maneuver, loads were measured over a range of airplan..,angles of
attack. From these data it was determined that the derivative of
pitchingmoment with angle of attack at that Mach number and altitude
was 87,736 inch-poundsper degree.
To put this figure in perspective, consider a maximum air speed
_" condition,375 knots EquivalentAir Speed (EAS) (747maximum operating
air speed) at an altitude of 20,000 feet. (This conditionwas chosen
-_ as a '_orstplausible"case, much faster than economicalclimb, cruise, 1
or holding speed.) At this altitude, a gust with a velocity of 36 i
=_ feet/second can be expected about once in 800 hours of flying
(ReferencelO). The true air speed at this EAS and altitude is 984
__ feet/second,so that a gust with a velocity of 36 feet/secondwouldproduc an angle of attack change of 2.1 degrees, Allowingfor the 8.5
_. percent higher actual (as opposed to simulated) dynamic pressure, ait hingmoment hange of 200,000 inch-poundswould be aus d by the
_i gust. This moment is about half of the nose-up pitching moment to beexpectedroutinelyat take-off.
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I-:i_. [toePratt & Whitney Aircraft,"Effectof Steady Flight Loads on JTBD-7
I.: P e r'f _' "_I _I_l_ _ [_ter_ oratlon || _tudy, I_f erence _, and I|pe r_ o.nance
.:F Deteriora),lonBas:edon SimulatedA_.rodynamlcLoads Test," ReferenceB,
were both based on predictedinertialand aerodynamicloads provided by
.:'i' the Boeing Company, The measured and computed values based on the data
from this program generally support the earlier predictedvalue,_with
_CI.!' the followingexceptions.
IIL_ I. The actual aerodynamic shear loads and moments at the critical
_i_! conditions (take-off and climb) thanwere considerably higherpredicted. See Table 4-IV, This is partiallydue to higher actual
angle of attack than predicted.
2. The cosine law for the circumferential pressure distribution
assumed in the analysis of the simulatedaerodynamicloads data is
only a rough approximationof the actual distribution,especially
in the criticalregion near the highlight.
3. The phase angle of the cosine distributionis about 20 degreesfrom
the verticalnear the highlightand approacheszero degrees farther
intothe inlet°
4. The accelerationswere lower than predicted due mainly to the :_
absence of vertical gusts included in the prediction but absent
duringflight testing (see Table 4-V).
4.1.4 !Revisionof Load _ceedence Curves.
i
The flight test program was not long enough to generate sufficient
statisticaldata to establish the basis for revlsic.,sto previously
used exceedencecurves. Exceedencecurves are statisticalplots which
provide estimates of the number of times a load level is equaled or
exceeded versus total number of flights. These curves are used to
determineratiosof once-per-flightto once-per-several-flightsloads.
The flight test, however, provided a basis for improved modeling of
engine performance deterioration. Flight acceptance testing is
perfon,ed over a narrow range of take-off gross weights, 500,000 to
550,000 pounds. Flap setting and pilot technique, however, will vary
and, consequently,the loads experiencedby different airplanes will
vary. However, a lO-degreeflap setting is typical of most production
acceptance flights. Therefore, the 538,000-pound (condition lOI-2)
take-offwas selectedas representativeof acceptancetesting.
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Shortly after the airplanes enter revenue service, take-off gross
weights will Increas_ t_ the rated limits depending on routes being
flown and the payload. .'_sorunway lengths and ambient temperature
variatlon_ will dictate ilap settings and operating procedures. On ii
this basis it was assumed that the heavy gross weight, lO-degreeflap :,
take-offconditionswould be experiencedwithin the first 50 flightsby !some airlines, This would increase the aerodynamicloads experienced
by those airlines.
Finally, it was assumed that gust loads (based or_earlier estimates),
high G maneuvers, and airplane stall flight loads would occur randomly
over the airplanes life during climb and cruise conditions. These
flight loads and resu ,nt clearance closures were then applied
statisticallyto the climu and cruise to determineadditionalpeak load
and closure conditions occurring later in engine life, The rate of
occurrenceof each condition was based on Boeing- derived exceedence
curveS.
These assumptionswere used in the final updating of the rub induced _
performancedeteriorationmodel.
4.2 CLEARANCECLOSURES
The previouslydefined objectives of this program were to measure the
flight loads on the nacelle/enginecombinationand the effectsof these
loads on the fan and high-pressure turbine clearance closures.
However,it is the total closure in running clearances that causes the
rubs and, hence, opening of running clearances and loss of
performance. Therefore,the total axisymmetricand asymmetricclosures
in the fan and high-pressureturbine at the critical runningclearances
as well as the factors contributingto each type of closure in each
module must be known. Only with this knowledge can methods be
formulatedto minimizeclearanceclosure-inducedrubs. J]
In the fan, there appear to be five types of loads that influence _;
clearanceclosure, as shown in Figure 4-6A along with the causes of
these loads. In the turbine there are _ix types of loads, as shown in
Figure 4-6B alongwith theircauses.
The laser proximityprobes in the fans of the positionsnumber 3 and 4 l
engines and in the first-stagehigh-pressureturbine of the position i
number 3 engine measured the absolute clearances, and recorded these !
measurementson video tape, 30 times per second. By comparingvarious
combinationsof these d_ta from more than lO0 engine hours of video
tape data, it was possible to segregate the effects of rotor speed,
altitude,thrust,aerodynamicand inertialoads, and thermalexpansion.
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Figure4-6A Fan Clearance Closure - Closure in the fan results from
engine power, altitude, angle of attack, fan airflow,
dynamicpressure,and maneuvers.
..S._TRIC CLOSURE
o ROTOR SPEED - POWER
o THER_L GROWTHOF
DISK AND BLADES - TIME AT POWER
HIGH-PRESSURETURBINE
CLEARANCE CLOSURE_IK,_ ,,_NSYM_TRIcCLOSURE
" o BACKBONEBENDING - POWER
o AERODYNAMICLOADS - ANGLE OF ATTACK
- FAN AIRFLOW
- DYNAMICPRESSURE
o INERTIALOADS - MANEUVERS
o THERMALGROWTHOF
- CASE AND SE ,LS - TIME AT POWER
_. Figure 4-6B High-PressureTurbine Clearance Closure - Closure in the
Turbineresultsfrom engine power, time at power, angle of
attack,fan airflow,dynamicpressure,and maneuvers,
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4.2.1 Fan_§learanceClosu=r=e
Runningclearanceclosurebetweenthe fan blades and the outer air seal
was at maximum during take-off, immediatelyfollowing rotation. The
pinch point was slightly inboardof bottom center of the engine. Tight
clearancesat the bottom also occurredduring the airplanestall, stall
warning,and high g turn maneuvers.
•L Analysisof the test data establishedthat fan clearanceclosures are a
cor_Ibinationof axisymmetrlc closures and asymmetrlc closures, as
previouslyoutlined on Figure 4-6A, Axlsymmetrlcclosures are caused .i
]. by engine power-inducedloads. The combination of centrifugal growth
and axial deflection of the rotor/blade assembly establishes the
axisymmetricalclosures. Asymmetricclosures are caused by both engine
and externallygeneratedforces. Backbonebendingforces due to thrust
deflect and ovalize the fan case, reducing running clearance at theJ
__ bottom. Aerodynamic loads, further deflect the fan case. Finally,
inertialoads cause additionalasymmetricclosures.
--_,
Axisymmetricclosure is a maximum at altitude conditions when rotor
speed is high and the gas path loading on the blades is low.
-_ Asymmetricclosure is a maximum at take-offwhen the combinedeffect of
thrust backbone bending and aerodynamic loads is greatest, The
aerodynamicload is a function of the degree of turning of the fan
inlet air stream (effectiveangle of attack) and the quantity of air
turned (fan flow rate). Thus, the engine power level and take-off
rotationangle establishfan clearanceclosure.
_ _easuredfan clearanceclosureson the positionnumbers 3 and 4 engines
were essentially equal as were flight loads under all flight
conditions, indicatingthat fan rub-inducedperformance deterioration
is independentof englne position.
3 Fan blade-to-caseclosure due to power effects is a combinationof
axisymmetricgrowth associatedwith low-pressurerotor (Nl) speed and
asymmetric, thrust-induced, engine bending. Axisymmetric closure
consistsof fan blade and hub centrifugaland thermalgrowth, fan blade
deflectiondue to gas-pathloads, and case themal growth,
The geometry of the fan outer air seal is such that forward axial
bending of the fan blades, caused by gas-path loads, opens the blade
tip clearance, However, at altitude lower gas-path loads, compared to
sea level operation, are imposed on the fan blades, resultingin less
bendingof the blade and tighteraxisymmetricrunningtip clearance,
Measured axisymmetricfan clearance change from a stabilized ground
idle is presented in Figure 4-7 as a function of low-pressurerotor
(N) speed, both on the ground and at altitude, based on ground and
flight calibrationdata. The net thermal expansioneffect on the fan
rotor and case is also included in Figure 4=7. Axisymmetricclearance
closuresfor the position number 3 fan at each of the test conditions
are summarizedon Table 4-VI,column 3.
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Figure 4-7 Measured AxlsymmetricClearanceChange - Ground and flight
calibration data show that clearances are tighter at
altitudecomparedto sea level for a given engine speed.
Sincethe thrust reaction is carriedthroughthe thrust frame, which is !
offset 30 degrees above the engine horizontal centerline, there is a
backbone bending moment generated about the engine horizontal axis. i
The resultingengine bending (as illustratedin Figure 4-B) causes the
front flange of the fan case to deflect upward more .thanthe front :!
section of the low-pressurerotor which results in reduceo fan blade :i
clearance at the bottom of the engine. The thrust load effects on ,_,_
blade clearances in the position number 3 fan for each of the test i
conditionsare shown on Table 4-Vl, column 4, i
Table 4-VI lists the fan maximum clearanceclosure and locationof the
pinch point for each of the test conditions as c_puted from the
measured clearancevalues on position numbers 3 and 4 fans. The table
also lists the axiSymmetric closure and thrust-induced and flight
loads-inducedasymmetricclosures for each condition. The axisymmetric
closures are computed from the measured values and validatedusing the
actual fan speed. The thrust and flight loads closures are computed
using the NASTRAN finite element mathematicalmodel of the JTgD/747
propulsionsystem using measured flight loads test data and computed
thrust loads.
The thrust load effect on JTgD fan running clearances was computed
using previously developed analyticalmodels which were validated by
test data from this program.
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Figure4-8 Typical Backbone Bending Plot for the JTgD Engine - A
backbone bending moment resulting frolnthe engine thrust
reaction causes the front flange of the fan to deflect
upward more than the front section of the low-pressure
rotor. (J24318-l)
The combinedeffects of power loads on fan runningclearancesare shown
on Figure 4-9 which plots the running clearancemeasured at the four
probe locations during a stabilized ground idle, run u to power,
ground calibration,and the first test take-off (lOl-l)-p The probe
locations are shown in the lower left hand corner of the figure.
Engine power level is proportionalto the plotted fan rotor speed
(NI). Reading from the left, the engine operated at stabilized
groundidle for 6 minutes. The idle runningclearanceindicatedat the
lower two probe locationsis about 0,050 inch greaterthan at the upper
two probe locationsdue to the offsetgrind in the fan outer air seal.
The engine was then acceleratedto approximately80 percentof take-off
power. As engine speed increased, the centrifugal force effect
axisymmetricallyreduced the running clearance at all four probe
locations. This effect can be seen in Figure 4-9 during the initiallO
seconds of the acceleration. As the static thrust increase, the
resultingbackbone bending effect opened the clearance at the top and
closed it further at the bottom of the engine, The net effect at the
end of this accelerationwas to close the clearances by 0.068 inch
axisymmetricallyplus an additional 0.023 inch asymmetricallyat the
_: lower probe locations. At the subsequentincrease to full power (640
seconds) there were additional closures with the axisymmetric and
asymmetricclosuresof about equal magnitude.
i;
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Figure4-g Changein Fan RunningClearancefrom StabilizedGround Idle
to the First Take-Off - Take-off at 612,000 pounds with _I
20-degree flaps resulted in a O,060-inch closure in the ,,
positionnumber 3 fan. J
The significantflight loads, which occurred during conditionsof high
power and high angle of attack (Table 4-I), were in an upward and '.
slightlyoutboarddirectiondue to the effect of the fuselage on inlet I
airflow. These loads on the inlet were transmittedto the fan cases _.
causing an additionalupward and slightly outboard deflection. This .!
effect is seen in Figure 4-9 immediatelyfollowing take-off rotation
(condition I01-I) when this force Is a maximum. The measured _:
clearancesopen at the top and close at the bottom, ii
The computed flight load induced closures at the pinch positionsfor I
this take-offand the test conditionsare listed in column 5 on Table
4oVl based on NASTRANmodel and the measuredflight loads.
Column6 on Table 4-VI sums the three computedclosureeffects for each
test condition at the pinch location. The difference (column 7)
between this value and the estimated pinch position closure based on
laser measured closures (column 8) represents the sum of possible
measurementerrorsand NASTRANmodel limitations.
The effects of take-off flap angle and gross weight on flight loads
(Figure 4-4) also apply directly to fan clearance closures and rub as
shownon Figure 4-I0.
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Figure4-10 Effect of Take-Off Gross Weight and Flap Settingon Local ,
Fan ClearanceClosureat Take-Off - Change in flap setting
has greater effect titangross weight on fan clearance
closureand rub depth,
The stall warning (conditionslOg, II0, and I11), the Inadvertantstall
(condition123), and the high G turn_ (conditions116, 117, 120, and
121) also presented conditions of combined high power and angle of
attack with resultant high aerodynamic loads and significant fan
clearanceclosures.
Fan runningtip clearancechangeswere measuredon both the inboardand
outboard engines of the test 747. The laser proximity probes were
placed at the same circumferentiallocations in each fan case to
ascertain the effect of engine position on both the magnitude and
direction of fan closure. As illustratedon Table 4-VI, there is
slightdifferencein the maximumpinch clearanceclosure on the inboard
and outboardengines.
4,2,2 Hi_h=-PressureTurbineClearanceClosu_re
As in the fan, blade-sealrubs in the turbine occur when the combined
effect of engine power-induced and flight 'load-inducedclearance
closuresexceed the build clearances. As seen in Figure 4-6B, there is
an additional effect, namely differential thermal expansion, which
contributesto both symmetricand nonsymmetrlcclearanceclosure in the
turbine.
During the conditionsof maximum thrust and aerodynamicloads,that is,
high power and high angle of attack, these effects are additive and
both will deflectthe turbinecase upwardagainstthe rotor.
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Maximumclosur_ was measured in th_ lownr right hand quadrant of th_
flr_tostage high_pres_ure turbine under two condltlQns. The first
c_ndltionI._after ext_ndnd (Qve.ri0 mlnut_s) high p_wnr opnratior!Qn
the ground when the thrust, centrifugal, and dlffer_ntial th_mal
expansioneffects are all maximum, The _ecand Is a fliqht candltian
which combineshigh power and high aerodynamicloading,
The power- and aerodynami_load_Inducedclosureeffects for the planned
test conditions plus an additional c.limb condition and ground
calibration are listed on Table 4-VII• Note that the axisymmetric
closure for the first condition was not typical since the takeooff
followed a groundcalibrationwhere differentialthermalexpand;ionwas
significant, In the typical revenue flight, maximum closure occurred
during climb at 20,000 feet (pinch point on Table 4-VI) and also
following a snap to reverse thrust after landing, The ground
calibration and stall warning were other acceptance test conditions
that inducedhigh power aerodynamicload-inducedclosures•
The various effects contributing to high-pressureturbine clearance
closurein a typicaltake-off and climb are shown in Figure 4-11. The
upper plot of this figure shows the high-pressure rotor speed and
clearancechange at the four laser probes versus time, The overlay on
the lower plot shows the axisymmetricclosures as the upper solid
line, The initialclosure is due to the centrifugaleffect with engine
acceleration, The subsequent changes then occur due to the combined
• effect of disk and blade thermal expansion and case uniform themnal
expansion, The case expansionopens the clearanceand is dominant for
the initial 40 seconds, The combined effect of blade and disk
expansion, which is slower, then becomes dominant and continues to
uniformly close down clearances out into the climb• The thrust
backbone bending-inducedclosure at the bottom of the engine is shown
on the lower plot of the figure as the upper cross hatch, This closure
,_ increases initially, drops slightly as the airplane goes down the
runway, then decreases further during climb. The aerodynamic load-
induced closure, shown in the lower cross hatch, is a maximum
immediatelyafter take-off rotation when inlet angle of attack is a
maximum. It then decreasesduring climb as this angle decreases. The
thrust load and aerodynamic load effects were computed using the
NASTRAN analytical model and validated using measurements from this
testwhere thrust- and aerodynamic-loadeffectscould be isolated.
The differences between the sum of the axisymmetric, thrust, and
aerodynamic load-induced closures and the measured closures are
' identifiedas the asymmetric thermal load effect (Column 5 on Table
4-VII). This effect builds with time at high power as shown by the
_; spreadbetweenthe two lower probeclosuremeasurementson Figure4-11.
_._ The clearance closure at thrust reverse (condition If5) is a power
:._ effect The decelerationduring approachinitiatesan engine cool-down
i with the case cooling faster than the disk, When the engine is
. acceleratedin the reverse thrustmode, the centrifugaleffect expands
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Figure 4-II ikxisymmetric and Asymmetric Clearance Closures During
Typical Take-Off and Climb - The minimum clearance pinch
occurred about 200 seconds into the climb.
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the r,2tor faster than the cool turbine case can expand, This
decelf_,ratlQn/accelerationeffect ix explained In detail in th_
"In-ServiceEngine Data Report",Reference5,
The clearance closures durin_ the stall warning, (condition Ill),
avoidanceinaneuver(condition116), and _irplane stall (condition123)
each combine high power and high angle of attack maneuverS, _,husthe
centrif_igal,thermal, thrust bending, and aerodynamiceffects are all
largeand contributeto clearanceclosureat the bottom of the engine.
The approach (conditionIf3) and touch and go (conditionI14) test
flights show aerodynamicflight load effects also. The_e effects also
are due to the combined effect of high angle of attack and power
level, Note that for the touch and go the high data point was recorded
followingthe rotationand, hence,was similarto take-off,
Data for the remainingtest conditionswere taken during level flight,
and the flight load effectswere insignificant,
4.3 DYNAMICLOADS EVALUATION
Du_-ingflight,the engine is subjectedto three types of loads, Normal
flight at constant thrust,altitude,and heading Subjects the engine to
steady state loads, During a thrust change or controlled maneuver,
quasi-steadystate loads are imposedon the engine. Dynamic loads on
the engine resultduring a sudden inertiaload such as that caused by a
significant vertical gust or a hard landing. The effects of such ,!
dynamic loading on the JTgD engine were investigated during an
analytical study conducted as part of the third phase of the Engine 1
DiagnosticsProgram, The resultsof this study, presentedin Reference
7, included a prediction that an insignificantlevel of JTgD-7engine
performancedeteriorationwould occur as a result of a vertical gust
encounter. The hard landing case was more complex, and a firm
quantitative estimate of the extent of rub damage could not be
analyticallydetermined, Therefore,the hard landingcase was added to
this Flight Loads Test program to experimentallymeasure the effect of
a hard landingon far_and high-pressureturbine running clearancesand
engine performance.
No Gust loads were experienced during the flight test program. "_I
However,as discussedin Section4.1.2, the worst plausiblegust would i
have caused an equivaler,t aerodynamic load less than one-half that
experiencedat take-offsuch that the resultingclosureswould not have
been significant,
The hard landingwas conductedat the end of the fourth test flight at
an estimatedsink rate of 5 feet/secondand an alrplane grossweight of
690,000 pounds. Both approachpower level and al_planeangle o_,attack
were greater than normal due i;o the high gross weight. Hence, the
_, resulting aerodynamicplus thrust load-inducedfan clearance closure
was much greaterthan normal for the landingapproach,
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At touch down the fan clearanceas measured by the laser probe_ closed
back prior to thrust reversal tsee Figure 4-12). The tightest fan
clearancewas equal to that at maximum gross weight take-off, There
were no sharp surges in laser monitored fan blade tip clearanceat the
time of touch down, Neitherwere there any marks in the fan rub strip
to indicatesudden impactwith the fan blades,
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Figure4-12 Effectof a Hard Landingon Fan Clearance- The landingat :
a 5 feet/secondsink rate and 690,O00-poundgross weight
had only a small effect on clearance in the fan of the
positionnumber 3 engine.
High-pressure turbine laser measured running clearance, as shown in
Figure 4=13, a1_o indicatedno sudden clearanceclosure at touch down.
The net effect was that the impact of the high slnk rate landing had
small effect on fan clearanceand no effect on turbine clearance. The
combined effect of aerodynamicforces and impact force would be even
less in a high sink rate landing of a revenue service airplane where
landinggross weightswould not exceed 600,000pounds.
In summary, the dynamic load test restiltswere not as conclusive as
could be desired, but the indicationswere that dynamic loads are not
the cause of rub-inducedblade seal wear.
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Figure 4-13 Effect of a Hard Landing on High-Pressure Turbine
Clearance - The landing at a 5 feet/Second sink rate and
690,O00-poundgross weight had no effect on clearance in
the high-presSureturbineof the position number 3 engine;
clearance closure occurred later wi_en en@ine was
accelerated in thrust reverse mode.
4.4 _ASURED PERFORMANCECHANGES
Preflight and postflightengine calibrationsmeasured the rub-induced
performance deterioration• The results validated prior predictions
(Table 4-VIII) Fan performance decreased progressivelythrough the :
program due to increasing aerodynamic loads. High-pres_ureturbine
performance deterioration occurred during initial preflight
calibrations when extended high power operations maximized the I
clearance closure due to centrifugal, thrust bending, and thermal Jgrowth effects. This closure caused the turbine rub, Clearance
measurements during these ground tests and subsequent flight tests
indicated that had rub not occurred earlier, it would have occurred _
during climb•
lhe test engine installedin number 3 position (S/N 662204)was a high :I
time JT9D-TAengine which was partiallyrebuilt for the test program.
A new fan outer air seal was installed to overhaul standards in
combinationwith high time fan blades to achieve near-productionfan
build clearances.
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i lj The high-pressureturbine was rebuiltwith new first- and second-stage
!_/_i blades, new second-stage vanes, and new outer and inner gas-path
m_ seals, The second-stageblade clearances were within engine build
specificationvalues, However, the first-stageblade clearances were
built about 0.006 inch tighter than new engine build clearances. Thus,
the test programwas expectedto result in rub and deteriorationof the
fan performanceequal to the level of that in a new fan undergoingthe
i_ planned test conditions, The high-pressure turbine performance
deteriorationwas expected to be slightly greater due to the initial
tight clearance of the first stage. Finally, no deteriorationwas
expected in the remainingengine modules. The results of the program
showedthe expected rub-inducedperfon_anceloss as comparedwith prior
data (Table 4-VIII). Perfomance change resultingfrom this programis
discussedin detail in Reference2.
TABLE 4-VIII
COMPARISONOF NAIL PROGRAM MODULE DETERIORATION
WITH PREVIOUS PROGRAM RESULTS
Historical In-Servlce Simulated NAIL
Data Engine P&WA Testing Aero Flight
Analysis Analysis of P-695743 Loads Test of
Module (149 Cycles) (150 Cycles) (141 Cycles) Test P-662204
Change in TSFC _%1 at Sea Level Static Take-off Thrust
Fan +0.1 +0.2 +0.1 +0.2 +0.2
Low-PressureC_npressor +0.2 +0.4 +0.4 +0.3
High-PressureCompressor +0,3 +0.2 +0.3 +0.2
High-PressureTurbine +0.4 +0.4 +0,6 +0.5 +0.5
Low-PressureTurbine +0.5 +0.__..11 +0,__.11 +0.1 -
Total +1,5 t+I,3 +0.7
K h_
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4,5 MLII)EI.REFINEMENTS
A JT9D engine p_,rfonnanced_terloration prediction model has been
develnpedin the Engine DiagnosticsProgram, This model predicts the
JIgD_7engine deteriorationwith usage due to the effects of the three
principlecau,_es:blade-to-sealrubs, erosion in the cold section, and
airfoilthermald!stortior,in the llotsection,
This final phase of the Engine DiagnosticsProgramdeveloped a better
understandingof the causes and effects of blade-to-sealrubs and the
resulting opening of running clearances throughout the engine, As
previously stated, clearance closures,which result in rubs when the
build clearances are exceeded, are caused by a combinationof flight-
and poweroinducedloads, This final phase evaluated those clearance
closures and rubs caused by airplane acceptance testing and simulated
revenueserviceand made a final refinementof the model based on these
results,
The model uses a NASTRAN finite element model of the JTgD-7 for
calculation of aerodynamic load, inertia load, gyroscopic load, and
thrust bending load-induced asymmetric clearance closures, These
closures, the initialbuild clearances,the axisymmetricclo._ures,and
any thermally induced asymmetric closures are combir,ed with
abradabilityfactors in a postprocessorto determine blade and seal
rubs in each stage at each flight condition and power setting,
Performanceinfluencecoefficientsare appliedto the clearancechanges
in each stage to determine the performance change in each engine
module. The final model of performancedeteriorationwith engine usage
was then determined by selecting the likely extreme operating
conditions to which the airplane engine will be subjected, computing
the performancedeteriorationwith each condition, and plotting this
likely deteriorationwith usage, Figure 4-14 is such a plot for the
JT9D-7. Note that usage is plotted as flight cycles rather than hours
since the three primary performancedeteriorationmodes are functions
of take-offcyclesmore than of flight hours.
L The engine and module performancedeteriorationmodels were developed
, based on the initial historical data (Reference 4). Then they were
updated and refined based on the results of each successive phase of
the Engine Diagnostics Program. These models, which are shown in
Section6 of Reference 2, relate the engine performanceloss from new
_ (changes in thrust specific fuel consumption and exhaust gas
temperature)and the module performanceloss (changesin efficiencyand
_ flow capacity) to engine flight cycles from the initial acceptance
flight through2000 revenue flightcycles. The models assume no engine
repair out through 2000 cycles. The exception is the high-pressure
turbine where hot section maintenance is assumed to start after lO00
: flight cycles. Subsequentrepair of hot and cold sections is assumed
;_. to maintain performanceat or near the 2000 cycle level.
- ),
!;
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Figure4-14 JT9D-7Engine PerformanceDeteriorationat Cruise.
(J26216-21)
All known contributorsto the perfomance loss are included in the
deteriorationmodels. These damage mechanisms include blade-to-seal
clearance increases in all stages resulting from rubs due to flight
loads, thrust bending of cases, and centrifugaland ther_al expansion
effects; changes in cold section airfoil geometry, blade-to-seal
clearancesand surface roughnessdue to erosion of blades and seals;
and finally thermal distortion of hot sections parts due to extended
high temperatureoperationand changesin temperaturepatternfactors.
This final revision of the JTgD-7 Performance Deterioration Model
incorporatesthe following changes relative to the models developed
from the earlier phasesof the Engine DiagnosticsProgram(Reference8).
1. Input aerodynamic,inertia,and gyroscopic load effects were based
on loads computed from the actual measured inlet pressures and
accelerationsfrom the Flight Loads Test program. The critical
aerodynamicloads on the inlet (at take-off)were 36 to 80 percent
greaterthan the estimatedloads used previously,
2. Axisymmetricclosure in the high-pressureturbine was revised to
reflect the measured case thermal response which was more rapid
than previouslyestimated.
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3. The combination of fltght conditions which represents a typical
productlan acceptance f11ght (first f11ght prior to airplane
delivery) was established by Boeing as a 550,000 pounds gross
weight, full power, take-off with lO-degree flaps, Clearance
closuresmeasured in conditions 'I01-2and 102 through115 were used
to establishthe acceptanceflight performancebases.
iiii:!il 4. Addltloqal rub-induced perfomance deterioration during early
x' :.
i_!_' revenue service assumed that the rubs resulting from heavy grossw ight (780,000pounds), full power tak -off wlth lO-degreeflap
(condition 118) are likely to be encountered in the initial 50
revenueflights.
5. Longer te_ rub-induceddeteriorationis assumed to be caused by
random instancesof gust (basedon prior estimates),hig.hG turns
(conditionsI16, If7, 120 and 121), and stall-induced(condition
123)clearanceclosuresoccurringas additionalclosures during the
climb and cruise conditions in revenueflight, The probabilityof
occurrence of these additive effects during climb and cr,ise are
basedon the Boeingexceedancecurves plotted on Figures40, 41 and
42 in Reference3.
6. Tip clearance influence coefficientson engine performance were
updated to reflect results of the latest in-house testing and
analysisof the JTgD components.
A complete discussion of how the measured and calculated running
clearance changes,measured rubs, and measured perfomance changeswere
used to update the performance deterioration prediction models is
includedin Section6 of Reference2.
The breakdown of engine deteriorationwith usage by module and by
primarydeteriorationmode as determined by the final refinedmodel is
summarizedon Figure 4-15. It shows the change in thrust specificfuel
consumptionat take-offconditionfollowing the acceptanceflight prior
to delivery,then after the 500th, lO00th, and 2000th revenue flights.
Note that the model assumes hot section repair after lO00 flights to
stabilize high-pressure turbine deterioration. Note that the
low-pressure compressor and high-pressure turbine are the prime
contributorsto rub-inducedperformancelosS.
The comparable increase in engine exhaust gas temperature (EGT) at
take-offenginepressureratio (EPR) level is:
......... _mplet_ed F_l_ig_hts ....
1 500 I000 2000
I I I
ExhaustGas Temperature "'-
Increase(°C) lI 18 24 30
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Figure4-15 Module Performance DeteriorationRelative to Production
as Predictedby the FinalModel,. (J260go-15)
The relation between performance loss at take-off (ground)conditions
and perfo_ance loss at cruise (altitude)conditions was originally
establishedin the in-servicedata evaluation phase (Reference 5) and
confirmedwith the flight test data,
It should be noted that in-flightdata cannot directly define actual
thrust specific fuel consumption loss because of the lack of thrust
measurement. Also, the limited number of measured parametersprovide
less insight into individual module contributions to performance
losses. To accuratelymodel in-flightthrust specific fuel consumption
deterioration,it is necessaryto start with sea level test stand data
where both thrust and fuel flow, as well as sufficient parametersto
make reasonableassessmentsof individualcomponent contributions,are
measured. Detailed part assessment and loads testing or structural
'-_ simulation are necessary to further establish causes (clearance,
erosion, etc,) by component, The model can then be confirmed at sea
_. level against a variety of test data, The model then has sufficient
validityto be exercisedat cruise conditionsand compared with cruise
data. This is the approachestablishedin the JT9D Engine Diagnostics
Program.
:_, Engine flight performancedeteriorationwas determined to be less at
'_._ cruise than on the ground because the sensitivity to module
:_ deterioration is reduced by the ram effect which increases the
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effectiveenginepressureratioat ¢rulse. Thisrelationshipis ba_ed
Qn flight data and Pratt& WhitneyAircraftaltitudete_t facility
:_ data. Cruiseperformanc_thrustsp_clficfuel consumptionchangeis
_: about75 por_entof groundthrustsp_clficfu_lcon_umptlonchangewith
;', u_age.
The combinedeffect of the model refinementsand ground=to-flight
[j_ deteriorationrate correctionare shownon Figure4-14. Thl_ figure
:_ identifiesthe rub-inducedperformancelosswhichoccursin acceptance
i)i testing. It also identifiesthe deteriorationcausedby rub, erosion,
and thermaldistortionthat is predictedto occur in typicalrevenue
i_F s rv cewhichincludesmax mumgrosswe ghtoperation.An increase f
;_ 2.1 percentin cruisethrustspecificfuel consumptionfrom all causes
is predictedfor 2000reve,_ueflightcycles.
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SECTION5.0
COLLUSIONS
5,1 OVERVIEW
The Pratt & WhitneyAlrGraft JTgD Flioht Loads Test/BoeingoNAILProgram
was a highly successfuljoint program,both in its executionand in the
results achieved. Sponsorship by two different National Aeronautics
and Space _minlstration research centers and execution by two
aerospacecorporationswas conducted efficientlywith all the program
goals achieved. The resultsvalidatedand expanded on our knowledgeof
the causes and magnitude of short-tenB JTgD-TA engine performance
deterioration.
5.2 FLIGHTLOADS
o The aerodynamicloads measured during take-offwere the largestof i
any flight loads and were higher than previously predicted by _I
Boeing for earlier analytical studies on the effects of flight
loadson performancedeterioration.Reference3. li
o The air stream inlet angle of attack with the fan inlet and the fan '
air flow rate determine the magnitude and direction of the
aerodynamicload on the engine. These are, in turn, functionsof
airplane angle of attack, flap setting, air speed, and power
setting.
o Inertialloads were less severe than previous studieshad indicated
and theireffectswere less then predicted.
5.3 CLE_#NCE CLOSbRES
o Maximum measured fan clearance closures occurred immediately
followingtake-off rotation,concurrentlywith and in the direction
of the maximumaerodynamicloads.
o Use of a 20-degreeflap setting at take-off rather than lO-degree
flaps reducedthe aerodynamicload, the fan clearanceclosure, and
thus the resultantfan seal rub. Hence, for a given take-offgross
weight,20-degreeflaps resultedin less performancedeterioration.
o There was no significant difference in aerodynamic loads and
clearanceclosuresbetween inboardand outboardengine fans for all
flightconditions.
o Differentialthermalexpansionbetweencase and rotor at high power
, was the prime cause of high-pressureturbineclearanceclosure. It
combinedwith thrust- and aerodynamicload-inducedcase bending to
maximize high-pressureturbine clearance closure during climb in
the JTgD-TAtest engine.
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o Extended,htgh power@roundoperationcauseda _axlmumdlffer_ntlal
thermal expan_lonin the hlgh-pre_Bureturbine with resultant
_i@nifi_antclearancecIQ_ur_, Thi_ condition_houldbe avQlded,
e_p_clallypriorto take_off,to preventthe effectof _Imultaneou5
maximumpower_and aerodynamicload.induc_dcloBures,
o In-flightenoinedeceleratlon_followedby acceleratlon_over a
wldo powerrangecausedsignificanthlgh-preBsure_urblnec1_arance
closures_especlallywhen i_heairplanewas at a .highanglo of
attack, lhls closure is due to thO combinedeffects of the
differentialthemal expansionrate betweendlsk and ca._eand the
peal{aerodynamicload occurringduring an accelerationat high
airplaneangleof attack,
o Evaluationof the totalhigh-pressureturbineclearanceclosureand
the variouscontributingelements(thatis, centrifugal,themal,
thrust,and aerodynamicloads)indicatesthat non_ymmetricthermal
expansioneffectsare significanta_dworthyof furtherevaluation.
o The dynamicloadcondition,the heavygrossweight,high sink rate
landinghad an insignificanteffect on fan and hlgh-preSsure
turbinerunningclearances,
5.4 PERFOR_NCEEFFECTS
o The fan and hlgh-pressureturbinemeasuredperformancechangesand
estimated changes, based on past test hardware inspection,
validated prior data for short-termrub-inducedperformance
deteriorationof thoseJTgDmodules.
It should be noted that a11 phases of the NASA jTgD Jet Engine
DiagnosticsProgram,including in-Servicedata gathering,special
testing,analysis,and performancedeteriorationmodeling,utilized
JTgD-7A engines. Thus the performancedeteriorationpredictions,
conclusions,and recommendationsapply to engines with JTgD-TA
technology.Knowledgegainedfrom this programhas and is currently
beingappliedto achieveimprovedperformanceretentioncharacteristics
in laterenginemodels,
4
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SECTION 6,0
RECOMMENDAI'IONS
Thl,_ _ection pres_,0cs_han_qosin onBln_ op_ratinB procedures,d_,_iqn
_hange_,and f)",uroinv_tigatlve effort that _heuld be _onsld_red tn
reducethe JTgD p_rfo_manceloss due to rubs,.
, 6.1 FLIGHT PROCEDURES
It is suggestedthat modlflcatlonsto flight procedures be considered
in o)_er to reduce high-load occurrences in both te_t (£1roundand
flightacceptancete_tlngand po_trepalrtesting)and airlineservice,
o Durlng ground testing, extnnded high power operation _hould be
curtailed,especiallyimmediatelyprecedinga take-off.
o Duringairplane acceptanceflight testing, recovery from the stall
warningmaneuver can result in lower load levels if engine thrust
is not increasedto maximum level upon recovery. This procedure
may be feasible because the altitude loss under these conditions
may not be a problem.
-_ In airlineservice,use of the 20-degreeflap setting,where allowable,
and postponementof take-off rotation to a higher speed will tend to
reduce the maximum inlet angle of attack, resulting in significant
reductionsin aerodynamicloads.
Deceleration-accelerationlimitationspresentedReference 5, Section 6
should be reviewedand followed.
6.2 FURTHERDESIGNAND DEVELOPMENI"
7
The new recommendationsfollowingthe FlightLoe.dsTest are as follows:
o Investigatemethods of structurally integrating the engine and i
_ nacelle to reduce the asymmetric closure due to aerodynamic and
thrust loads. _,
' I,j
o Investigate further the extent and cause of thermally-induced "I
closures in the high-pressureturbine with the goal of minimizing ,'_
-i nonsymmetrlc closures.
I o Continue development of gas-path clearance control systems and_ abradablerub strips o providecloserrunning lea ances.
o Investigate possible changes in production engine calibration
; testingof new and overhauled engines to reduce the time spent at
high power and thus reduce high-pressureturbine clearanceclosure
and resultingrubs.
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PreviousstudiesIn the JTgD Engine DiagnosticsProgramhave also
resultedin designcriteriaand recommendationswhich are repeated ihere,wherestillappllcable,for thesakeof completeness. :.!
o Use deratedpower take-offwhen conditionspermit to reducehot
sectionthermaldistortion.
o Developimprovederosionresistantcoatingsand materialsfor cold 'is cti nairf ilsandrub _trlps. _
_: o Developdesignsto reduceingestionof erosivematerlalsInto the
compressorsectionof theengine. "i
_. o Developdesignsto reducehot sectiontemperatureprofileshiftsand theresultantthe_al distortionof gas- athpa ts, i_
o Includeclearancemonitoringin the developmenttestingof new
englne_, ]
A :
o Improvemaintenanceprocedures.
Thesenew and restatedrecommendationsare discussedin greaterdetail I
• in "PerformanceDeteriorationdue to AcceptanceTestingand Flight
Loads",Reference2. :!
.!
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APPENDIX
ACRONYMSAN[)SYMBOLS
ACRONYMS (__Q)?a_ani?tIon_)_
BCAC Booing CommerciaI AIrplane Company
NASA NationalAeronauticsand Spac_ Administration
OPEC Organizationof Petroleu(nExportingCountries
) P&WA Pratt & WhitneyAircraft
SYMBOLS
J
A, a Acceleration
ACEE AircraftEnergy Efficiency(Program)
-_ ADAMS AirborneData AnalysisaPH MonitoringSystem
J CG Airplanecenterof gravity
-I
EAS Equivalentair speed (knots,Mach number)
EC[ Engine ComponentImprovement(Program))
-_ EGT ExhauStgas temperature(°C)
-_ EPR Enginepressureratio
EVC Enginevane control
:_ F Force (pounds)
FN, Fn Net thrust (pounds)
i G, g Gravity,gravitationalconstant 1
gyro Gyroscopic,gy_-oscope
GW Grossweight
HPC High-pressurecompressor !
HPT High-pressureturbine ,i1
J
'j
,i
Hz Hertz ,j
LPC Low-pressurecompressor i
LPT Low-pressureturbine 4
Max Q, q Airplanemaximumdynamicpressure
M Moment (inch-pounds) I
MN, Mn Mach number i
N Rotor speed (rpm)
NAIL NacelleAerodynamicand InertialLoads (NASA Program)
NASTRAN NASA STRucturalANalysis (computerprogram)
P Pr'--essur'-'_(psia, l--b/in2)
q Dynamicpressure
RPM, rpm Revolutionsper minute
_i•' _.. •
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SYMBOLS (_nt'd.)
SLS Sea lev_l _tatic
SP SpecialPerfQrmanc_(Booing747SP airplane)
T Temperature(°F) (_C)
TOGW Take-offgro_ weight (pounds)
TSFC ThrtAstspecificfuel consumption(Ib/hr-lb)
W Weightflow (Ib/hr)(Ib/min)
(_, Inletairflowangle of attack (degrees)
l_ V_ne angle (degrees)
Change
() Circumferentiallocation(degrees)
@,u,V, Accelerationcomponents
SUBSCRIPTS*
l Undisturbedinlet (presSuresand temperatures)
l Low-pressurerotor (rotorspeeds)
2 Fan inlet (pressuresand temperatures)
2 High-pressurerotor (rotorspeeds)
2.4 Fan blade discharge "Ii2.5 Fan exit guide vane inlet2.6 Fan exit guide vane discharge
3 Low-pressurecompressordischarge
4 High-pressurecompressordischarge
4.5 Combustorborescopelocation
5 High-pressureturbineinlet
6 High-pressureturibnedischarge
7 Low-pressureturbinedischarge
amb Ambient
f Fuel
i Inner
S, s Static
T, t Stagnation(total)
x, y, z Directionalcoordinates
* For simplicity,subscripts may he written "on the line" of type,
especially in text.
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